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GISELLE HICKS
Statements
ON HER WORK

“I make a range of things with clay, including floral Still-
Lifes, full-scale ceramic tables and beds, decorative wall 
tiles inspired by textiles and pinched vessels. I enjoy a  
studio practice where I can move from one body of work 
to another where each process satisfies a different  
creative impulse, always with the intention of making 
something beautiful for one to encounter or live with.

These hand-pinched vessels are inspired by iconic forms 
found throughout ceramic history. They are formal  
explorations in shape, volume, color and composition. The 
slow and rhythmic forming process employs very few tools, 
yielding fresh, dynamic silhouettes. The opaque glaze is 
soft to the touch like a worn river stone. Fingerprints remain 
in the clay surface celebrating the slight imperfections of 
the handmade object.”

ON NURTURE

“My creative interests and curiosities were nurtured early 
on by my parents and teachers. I was exposed to a  
variety of visual and performing arts growing up with my 
mom who enjoyed learning about and collecting art, 
while my dad was a big proponent of Joseph Campbell’s 
‘follow your bliss’ mantra. He thought, if you do something 
you love, doors will open. What a gift to offer your child. 
My announcement that I wanted to study art, particularly 
ceramics, was met with encouragement. I came out of 
the womb driven to achieve, so my parents must have 
trusted that I would figure out a way through a career in 
the arts.

Fortunately, the path had been paved by some  
incredible makers that continue to serve as inspiring  
models – Ruth Duckworth, Lucie Rie, Marguerite  
Wildenhain, Louise Bourgeois, Eva Hess, Viola Frey, Agnes 
Martin. I’ve been fortunate to have as many wonderful 
male mentors and teachers – David McDonald, Errol Wil-
lett, and Doug Casebeer to name a few. However, it is the 
female mentors – Beth Lipman, Leslie Ferrin, Linda Sikora, 
Ann Currier and Andrea Gill – that gave me space,  
support and permission to develop my voice as a woman,  
teacher, and full-time studio artist.”  –  Giselle Hicks, 2020.Giselle Hicks Vessels 2019, ceramic, glaze


